Mitrex SolaRailTM technology
extends solar energy
generation to balconies,
maximizing energy
production on otherwise
unused surfaces. Mitrex solar
railings consist of
high-efficiency solar cells
sandwiched between a front
layer of heat-tempered,
laminated glass and a back
layer of either glass or an
aluminum honeycomb for a
solid metal finish.

Code compliant, easy to install, safe,
and durable.

Post (Optional)

Hand Rail (Optional)

Design flexibility, including glass
transparency, handrail, and base
options.
Energy-generating while
maintaining the functionality of the
railing.
Economical through our
revenue-sharing business model.

Produced in a North American
automated state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility.
Base

Design

Flexible in Transparency & Design

Mitrex SolaRail uses
advanced solar technology
integrated into railing
systems to produce
sustainable energy.
TM

Mitrex solar railings can meet any design need and can be fully customized
to ensure aesthetics are never compromised.
Our versatile railing products offer:

Relies on advanced
solar technology.
Comprised of
heat-tempered,
laminated glass to
ensure maximum
safety and efficiency.

Customizable
transparency and
size of the railings.

Various installation
methods can be used
while seamlessly
integrating circuitry.

Various handrail, base,
and post options to
meet any design.

Seamlessly integrated
circuitry and connection
points of all the electrical
components.

Solar Cells
Mitrex builds upon advanced
solar technology by
combining it with building
materials, making solar
integrated, multi-purpose
products.

Transparent solar technology
is for seamless integration of
solar without the design
drawbacks.

Customizable Post & Cap Colours

22.5% Cell Efficiency

This type of solar technology
is the highest performing,
most scalable option on the
market.
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